Current challenges and developments in GC-MS based metabolite profiling technology.
Gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) based metabolite profiling of biological samples is one of the key technologies for metabolite profiling and substantially contributes to our understanding of the metabolome. While the technology is in increasing use it is challenged with novel demands. Increasing the number of metabolite identifications within existing profiling platforms is prerequisite for a substantially improved scope of profiling studies. Clear, reproducible strategies for metabolite identification and exchange of identifications between laboratories will facilitate further developments, such as the extension of profiling technologies towards metabolic signals and other technically demanding trace compound analysis. Using GC-MS technology as an example the concept of mass spectral tags (MSTs) is presented. A mass spectral tag is defined by the chemometric properties, molecular mass to charge ratio, chromatographic retention index and an induced mass fragmentation pattern such as an electron impact mass spectrum (EI-MS) or secondary fragmentation (MS(2)). These properties if properly documented will allow identification of hitherto non-identified MSTs by standard addition experiments of authenticated reference substances even years after first MST description. Strategies are discussed for MST identification and enhanced MST characterization utilizing experimental schemes such as in vivo stable isotope labelling of whole organisms and open access information distribution, for example the GMG internet platform initiated in 2004 (GMD, http://www.csbdb.mpimp-golm.mpg.de/gmd.html).